Introduction
Quasi-inverse forms, extended operators, a closed graph theorem for general operators and Picard's theorem: X,Y are Banach spaces.
Definition. A densely defined linear operator A:X->Y with conjugate A* is said to have a quasi-inverse form B if 1) B is bilinear form on r(A*)xr(A).
2) (A*g*)B(Af) = g*(Af) = (A*g*)f for all (g*,f)ed(A*)xd(A). The adjoint operator T' : H -» H is also a compact endomorphism, so T' T : H -» H is compact and self adjoint.
Remark. The bilinear form

Clearly k(T'T) =k(T).
If 
.
and it lsncco follows that d(S*) = {heH : ger^S)" = r(T'T) and
If hed(S*) and S*h = g, tho.n
for all h'er(S') = r(T) and Let f(z) = y dn 2 "' where defining Taylor series has n=0 radius of convergence R t 1. For a non-decreasing %eguence {d , of positive numbers, the Gelfond-Leontev derivative n n=l (GLD) Df of f is defined as [7] 
The higher order GLD D p f, p = 2,3,..., of f are given by
p+1 n n=l Wherever needed, for uniformity in notations, we shall write D 1 f for Df.
It is readily seen that if d R s n for n = 1,2,..., then GLD corresponds to the ordinary differentiation of f; whereas, if d h 1, n = 1,2,..., then GLD is the shift operator L CD CO which transforms f(z) = into Lf(z) = ^ a n z n~1 , GLD n=0 n=l are used by Kazmin [9] for investigating interpolation problems. Buckholtz and Frank [3] , [4] seem to have started the use of these derivatives in connection with the study of problems in univalent function theory. The work in this direction is further extended by Juneja and Shah [10] who found relationships of radius of convergence of the Taylor To simplify the notations, we shall frequently write a(n p ) for a n , d(n ) for d R , E(n ;R) for E({n };R) and E c (n ;R) for P P E_({n };R). We shall also assume throughout in the sequel that Using induction on p in (2.2), we get for p > p Q and 2 s k s n p+l " n p
where A is a absolute constant. From the above inequality, we get lim sup |a. | 1/k = k Thus, for p t max {PQ.Q^ and k £ M+l, (3.1) implies that
Also, there is a positive integer Q 2 such that, for p £ Q 2 and k e 2 kd(n p +l).
Using (2.1) again, it follows that for p a Q 2 and k £ 2, 
